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Learn How To Decrease Pain, Prevent Injury and Improve Performance in 15-minutes or less!
How To Warm-Up Properly for Strength Training is a detailed guide designed to teach you
everything you need to know about how to warm-up in the gym, with step-by-step warm-up
routines specific to your workouts.Each warm-up routine takes less than 15-minutes and uses
practical movements, stretches, and exercises that are specifically designed to prepare your
body for intense muscle and strength building workouts.Learn How To Warm-Up
For:PowerliftingBodybuildingOlympic WeightliftingWeight Training and more!Get yours today
and feel the difference, guaranteed!

"This is a very well thought out warm-up routine that makes complete sense!I've done cardio,
walking and other things to warm up in the past, if I even did warm-up, and none of it really
helped me with my training. After doing this I feel a lot stronger and ready to start my weight
training for the day.I recommend this warm-up for strength training program to anyone using
weights, or that wants to build muscle.I see too many beginner and advanced lifters warming up
completely wrong, but now I know how to help them in their strength journey. I recommend this
and all the other Mathias Method books to everyone involved with strength training, powerlifting,
crossfit, bodybuilding, or anything!"-- Ebook Library Customer "It's really really important to
stretch and warm up before you lift and I never really knew where to start. This guide is extremely
helpful and worth it even if you're an experienced lifter I would still recommend adding it to your
routine!"-- Jaiden McGinnis (Ebook Library Verified Purchase) "Unlike many of ebooks that I
have read, this one actually has a wealth of information that you can use.As a certified sports
nutritionist, I am skeptical of many exercise related how-to guides. Many tell you what they
promise for the first 2/3 of the book, then finally get to some mediocre information at the end.
This warm-up guide was well written, with detailed explanations of warm-up routines for specific
workout purposes.I also appreciate the fact that the author took the time to write out specifically
how to do each exercise. I am excited to try these for myself and recommend them to the
athletes I coach."-- Ebook Library Customer "This is an awesome How To Warm-Up Guide! It
uses bodyweight exercises and just a few stretching exercises to better prepare your body for an
intense workout, while getting your body fully conditioned to lift weights I use it for all my gym
workouts!It is much better than using cardio to warm up before strength training and I feel a lot
stronger after doing it.It is great for injury prevention and rehabilitation so I feel good before I lift
heavy. It also has an awesome How To Squat Guide at the end for an added bonus!I highly
recommend this to anyone that does bodybuilding, powerlifting or as a guide for strength training
for beginners! Get it and get stronger!"-- Ebook Library Customer "Awesome strength book it
has great information on how to build strength and strength techniques and if you are powerlifter



looking for a strength book this is the book to buy."-- Michael A. "Warming up for powerlifting was
never really my thing, until I started with the Mathias Method systems. In this book he provides
all the tools you need to get your body warmed up for your lifts.For safety and longevity of your
lifting experience, to maximize results check out the info provided in this book!"-- Josh "Content
is A+, and have implemented this guide in every gym trip to ensure injury prevention."--
RockyFrom the AuthorPlease use this book to help yourself and others learn how to get stronger
than ever!From the Inside Flap From the Back CoverLearn How To Decrease Pain, Prevent
Injury and Improve Performance in 15-minutes or less! How To Warm-Up Properly for Strength
Training is a detailed guide designed to teach you everything you need to know about how to
warm-up in the gym, with a step-by-step warm-up routines specific to your workouts. Each warm-
up routine uses practical movements, stretches, and exercises that are specifically designed to
prepare your body for intense muscle and strength building workouts. Learn How To Warm-Up
For:PowerliftingBodybuildingOlympic WeightliftingAll Forms Of Weight Training Get the most out
of every workout!About the AuthorRyan J. MathiasHi, I am Ryan Mathias and I have helped
thousands of people all over the world, from total beginners to elite athletes, learn how to get
stronger, perform better, and achieve their goals.As an athlete, Strength Coach and competitive
Powerlifter with 10+ years of experience, all backed by a Degree in Exercise Science, I have
taken my experience and combined it with my education to bring you the best and most effective
knowledge available.I share everything I know in my books and it is my goal to help as many
people as I can learn how to achieve their goals.So, if you want to learn how to get bigger,
stronger, faster, and overall perform better, then I'm your guy!All you have to do is get my books
to start learning and if you ever have any questions or problems, they each have a link to where
you can email me anytime. I'd love to hear from you and would be happy to help any way I can!
Also, check out my website MathiasMethod.com!Strength To You,Ryan J. MathiasRead more
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Copyright© 2018 Mathias Method – All Rights Reserved.No portion of this work may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying and recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the author Ryan J. Mathias.DisclaimerThe information presented is
meant to help guide participants through practices that can help individuals become stronger
and healthier through proper use. This information, however, does not promise any benefits
when misused or misinterpreted. Please follow the guidelines as directed.When participating in
any exercise or training program there is a possibility of physical injury. If you engage in any
movements, exercises or training programs, you agree to do so at your own risk. By voluntarily
participating in these activities, you assume all risk of injury to yourself and agree to release and
discharge Mathias Method, Ryan J. Mathias and all other affiliates of any responsibility if injury
occurs.In addition, by following any of the suggested guidelines, protocols, templates, activities
or any other information or advice given, you do so at your own risk. Do not begin any nutrition,
health, exercise or training program without consulting with a Board Certified Medical
Doctor and/or Registered Dietician first.Always use spotters and any necessary safety
equipment when training. It is your duty to inspect all training and safety equipment prior to each
use.By utilizing this information presented you are stating that you agree to our Terms of Use
which can be read in full on .About The AuthorRyan J. MathiasHi, I am Ryan Mathias, creator of
the and for years I have been helping people all over the world, from total beginners to elite
athletes, learn how to get stronger, perform better, and achieve their goals.As an athlete,
Strength Coach and competitive Powerlifter with 10+ years of experience, all backed by a
Degree in Exercise Science, I have taken my experience and combined it with my education to
bring you the best and most effective knowledge available.I share everything I know in my books
and it is my goal to help as many people as I can learn how to achieve their goals. Because I
measure my success not by how many books I sell, but by how many people I help.So, if you
want to learn how to get bigger, stronger, faster, and overall perform better, then I'm your guy!
Plus, if you ever have any questions, you can email me anytime and I will do my best to help you
reach your goals!To learn more about me and how I got to where I am today, check out .To see
all my books and get updates on upcoming ones, go to my .Join me on Instagram:Email:
ryan@mathiasmethod.comI would love to hear from you!Books By Ryan J. MathiasPowerlifting
Series  12-Week Squat Program + Technique Guide  12-Week Bench Press Program +
Technique Guide  12-Week Deadlift Program + Technique Guide  16-Weeks to Maximum
Strength and PowerStrength Training Series  The Quick Everyday Bodyweight Workout  Your
Ultimate Strength Guide  A Complete Guide  Build Your Base Strength Programto see what
is up and coming!Table Of ContentsA Note From The AuthorA Proper Warm-Up is Vital for
SuccessStrength Training Warm-Up RoutineMovement & Mobility Warm-UpGeneral Active
Warm-UpTraining Specific MobilityLower Body Training Specific MobilityAnkle MobilityUpper



Body Training Specific MobilityOlympic Weightlifting Add OnsActivation TechniquesLower Body
Activation TechniquesUpper Body Activation TechniquesTechnique WorkA Final WordA Note
From The AuthorStrength is the base for all other Training Goals. I wish I would have known that,
long ago, when I started my very own .As a short, husky kid growing up with 3 brothers, I always
wanted to look better and get stronger. I started off doing some PTs my dad had my brothers and
I do when we were little, then eventually grew into doing some weight training.All along the way, I
didn't have much guidance on how to properly approach my goals. I would stop eating fat
entirely as a young teen to try to lose body fat and would do a tremendous amount of push-ups
along with other various exercise, but I was doing it all wrong. Even when lifting weights I was not
properly shown how to lift or create a successful program. If only I would have been given a
system to follow or a general plan to build upon I would have been set up for much greater
success.So in my efforts to grow stronger, as a teen I started making my own programs. Though
they were nothing like what I should have been doing, as I learned more from my own
experiences and research I would continually redevelop my program to become better and
better. I would read something new to try from the internet or a magazine, then go see if it
worked for me. Many times it was a high level bodybuilding routine I would try that I was not
ready for, and broke me down more than it helped me get stronger.So through all the struggles
and failed attempts to make progress, I learned many important lessons that helped me develop
an incredible base of knowledge in which to build upon. After many years of slowly progressing I
continued to develop my training programs, obtained my NASM (National Academy of Sports
Medicine) Personal Training Certificate, and worked hard to get my B.S. Degree in Exercise
Science, that combined helped me develop the .Overall, I had a long journey to get to where I
am today, but I am glad I was able to suffer through, because I came out the other side so much
stronger.Strength To You,Ryan J. MathiasA Proper Warm-Up is Vital for SuccessAgain, strength
is the basis for all other Training Goals. By becoming stronger you are better able to build
muscle, lose weight, improve athleticism, prevent injury, and live a healthier lifestyle.However, if
you don't warm-up properly, you will not be able to reach your full strength potential; during
training or competition. Your warm-up is what prepares your body to perform at its best, and
without it you are only reaching a piece of your full potential.Too often I see beginners, and even
advanced lifters, come in to do a workout and they do one of two things.  They do anywhere
from a 15 minute run on the treadmill to a full cardio training session before they start their
strength training. (I was taught to do this in high school)  They walk in, load up their working set
weight, and start lifting with no regards to check and see how they are feeling that day. (I did this
when I started)First, if your goal is to get stronger, perform better, build muscle or to just utilize
weights in any way, cardio is not the way to warm-up. Now, of course, running, cycling, rowing or
doing some cardio activity is great, and it certainly gets your blood flowing before other exercise,
but the problem is it is not SPECIFIC to what you are about to do.For example, if you are coming
in to squat for a training session, and you start by doing a short run/walk cardio session, you are
1) taking vital energy away from what you’re about to do and 2) you are telling your body that you



are preparing to do a cardio session, not a muscle building workout. We know that you need to
get your blood flowing, body moving, and raise your body temperature before jumping into
exercise, but cardio takes a lot of energy to do, negatively effecting your performance if done
before exercise. The whole point of cardio is to burn the most calories you can, giving off the
most energy. You need that energy if you want to perform well during a training session.Also,
running has no relation towards squatting, or really any lifting exercise utilizing a load. The
movement patterns and muscle activation are completely different! Cardio consists of a
repetitive motion done for over and over again, where weight training exercises are relatively low
repetition (even 20 reps) compared to running, and at a higher intensity to promote muscle
building. With a cardio warm-up, your body becomes more prepared to do a long duration, low
intensity, fat burning cardio workout, rather than a strength or muscle building weight training
session.Sometimes cardio is even a bad warm-up for other forms of cardio! Think about this: If
you were about to do a maximal sprint attempt, what would be the best way to warm-up? Many
people may say that maybe they would go for a light jog, and then go for it, but again, that is a
bad idea. A mile long run, or even a quarter mile, is too fatiguing to prepare your body to sprint.
Plus it is not the same running mechanisms. When sprinting you run with a forward lean striking
the ball of your foot. When running for long distance you are more upright and strike with the
heel. To prepare for a sprint, it would be better to utilize the same distance you are going to run,
such as 40 yards, and do a few attempts at a lower intensity before working your way up. You
could start by doing a sprint at 30% effort. Then move up too 50%, 60%, 70% and do a few of
each if needed. Then you could do one at 80-90% before going all out. The same principle
applies to what we do in the gym to perform our best.The best warm-up for squats, is squats.The
best warm-up for bench press is bench press.The best warm-up for deadlifts, pull-ups, curls,
military press and so on is THAT SPECIFIC EXERCISE!Now, though doing a specific exercise is
the best warm-up you can do to prepare for that load, it’s not that simple. You still need a way to
reach your full potential, and doing just squats before you squat is not going to do that. What if
you are tight that day? Squatting is not going to loosen everything you need up. What if it’s cold
out, or you are tired? Squats are not going to raise your body temperature enough before you
need it. What if your muscles aren't functioning properly when you squat? You're not going to
change that if you just do the same thing over and over again. What if your technique is off?
Squatting with bad form, even in a warm-up isn't going to help with that. You need more before
you train, in order to bring out your full potential.With that in mind, I have developed a
comprehensive warm-up routine, specific to upper and lower body focused training days, that
will fully prepare your body to reach its full potential when training.Strength Training Warm-Up
RoutineFirst, let’s remember, a proper warm-up to any form of training is vital for optimal
performance. The warm-up will better prepare your body to function properly, and decreasing
the risk of injury, while meeting the demands of the workout. The goal of the warm-up is to better
prepare your body to perform safely and optimally. This includes physically raising your body’s
skeletal muscle temperature, and improving your oxygen uptake through low-moderate intensity,



training specific exercises.There are 3 parts to an Optimal Warm-Up Routine:  Movement &
Mobility Warm-Up (5-10 min.)  General Active Warm-Up  Training Specific Warm-Up  Muscle
Activation Techniques (3-5 min.)  Weighted Exercise Technique Work (5-10 min.)Movement &
Mobility Warm-UpThe Movement & Mobility Warm-Up is a simple Warm-Up that is meant to take
your body through full ranges of motion, both for general moments and training specific
moments. This is like a systems check that allows you to gauge how you feel on that given day,
to base the rest of your warm-up and exercise activity upon.For example, if you feel that you
have some shoulder pain on an upper body training day that involves pressing and/or pulling
moments, you should take a little extra time to work on your shoulder in an attempt to make it
function better, possibly relieving the pain. If everything feels really good, then you may be able
to start planning ahead to where you can push yourself more during the workout, by increasing
the intensity.Also, moving your body through full ranges of motion helps to increase and maintain
the mobility you have already built up. Remember the saying, “if you don't use it, you lose it”?
Well that is a brutally true statement that we are helping prevent by using our joints through full
ranges of motion on a weekly basis. So, even as we get stronger, we can still have our joints
functioning properly. We are turning our powerful body into a well oiled machine by simple, not
being careless, and taking a few minutes before each training session to take care of our bodies.
It may seem goofy doing this, but it is effective by preventing injury, improving recovery, and
increasing your longevity with weight training.General Active Warm-UpThe first part of any warm-
up should begin with moving your body through all planes of motion, utilizing full Range of
Motion. This is called the general Active Warm-Up and should be done at the beginning every
single training session. This is the part that will help you determine how your body is feeling for
the day and gives you more insight on what you should do in the following pieces of the warm-up
to prepare yourself before adding loads. It also helps to increase, or maintain, your joint mobility
lessening any potential problems.It starts by taking your body through all planes of motion that
may occur in your training, or all movements that your body should be able to do safely. Control
your movements and utilize a full range of motion in order to fully prepare your soft tissues to
move efficiently.During this part of the warm-up, some long duration, static stretching
movements can be utilized when focusing on tight areas of your body in an attempt to relax
chronically tight tissues. Static stretching is not optimal for increasing performance, as it
generally is used to tell a muscle to “turn off”, or relax, but this can also be an advantage. Many
of us have chronically tight tissues that need to be relaxed into to improve positioning. So if it
helps you get into a better position, then it will increase your performance overall. However, the
goal should be to fix chronically tight tissues by mobilizing them both before and after your
training sessions until they improve to where you no longer need the extra static stretches in
your warm-up.For most mobility stretches throughout your warm-up, hold for 10-30 seconds to
help increase your range of motion, and only utilize longer duration stretches for extremely tight
tissues. Try not to be static in your stretches, but rather contract and relax or move in and out of
tension in order to increase the muscular function with movement. For example, while stretching



a certain muscle group, go to your end range of motion, then contract that muscle group in that
position for a few seconds before relaxing and stretching deeper. Or you can pull from different
angles to get a variable stretch with each exercise. Just don't be a statue! Do something active,
as you are trying to prepare your body for activity!Attention:Many of the warm-up exercises
demonstrated in this routine may seem strange, unimportant, or even embarrassing to do in
public, but they ALL HAVE A PURPOSE!Make sure to at least try every exercise for a few weeks,
and if there are some that do not apply to you, you may skip them. However, they are all
important and serve a specific purpose to help improve performance and overall health.Toe
Reach10 RepsPurpose  Improve Hip Flexion  Hamstring Complex Function  Hip and Knee
Joint MobilityWith feet shoulder width apart, keep a neutral spine and bend from the hips until
you feel a stretch in your hamstrings. From this static position hold for 5-10 seconds and then
actively extend your knees and reach both hands towards the floor just in front of your toes. Hold
this for at least 2 seconds before reversing the motion by engaging your hamstrings to raise your
torso slightly. This is a slight movement in and out of tension. Do not stand all the way up each
time. Only raise back up a few inches before relaxing back into a full stretch. Do a total of ten 2
second holds.If you have enough hamstring flexibility to keep a neutral spine with your knees
extended and you can touch the floor then this mobility exercise is not necessary for you.The
Bow10-30 sec.Purpose  Open breathing pathways  Increase Thoracic Extension and Release
TensionWhile standing erect, interlock your fingers together behind your head, and pull your
elbows as far behind you as you can. Begin by pressing your hips forward, with your knees
slightly bent, lean as far back as you can while maintaining balance. Keep your glutes activated
to support the connection to the ground and increase hip extension.Torso Twist & Reach5-10
RepsPurpose  Improve Spinal Rotation  Scapular Protraction and Retraction Function While
standing erect with a vertical spinal alignment and feet shoulder width, twist your torso to each
side while reaching your opposite hand towards the opposing side horizontally. Allow your
scapula (shoulder blade) to protract and retract during the motions. As you twist to the left, your
right hand will reach past your body to the left as if to touch the side wall and visa versa.Side
Bend & Reach5-10 RepsPurpose  Improve Shoulder Abduction and Spine Lateral Flexion
FunctionWith your feet shoulder width apart, do not rotate your torso as you bend laterally while
reaching your opposite hand, palm away, overhead holding for 1 second before returning to the
start position. Do a total of 5-10 repetitions.Chest Open-Close3-5 RepsPurpose  Improve
Scapular Protraction and Retraction Function  Thoracic Spine MobilityStart standing erect with
your arms spread out laterally. Begin by protracting your scapula (shoulder blades) forward,
rounding your thoracic spine and wrapping your arms around an imaginary ball in front of you
until you feel a slight stretch in your back. Then reverse this motion by retracting your shoulder
blades, extending your thoracic spine, and opening your arms until you feel a slight stretch in
your chest. Hold each position for 1-2 seconds and do 3-5 repetitions.Hip Circles5-10
RepsPurpose  Improve Hip Joint Function  Synovial Fluid LubricationWith feet shoulder width
apart, create a large circle with your hips in both directions. Do a total of 5-10 repetitions.Hip



Open-Close1-3 RepsPurpose  Check Hip Function Start by standing erect with feet shoulder
width apart. Begin by bringing one knee to the opposite side of your body and slowly create a
large circle going in front of your body, up and over to the outside of your body. Then slowly
reverse this motion by raising your knee from the lateral side of your body, up and inward
creating another circular motion back to feet shoulder width apart. Repeat on the opposite side
one time. If you feel any pain or popping, you may need to mobilize your hips.Paleo Chair30+
sec.Purpose  Improve Spinal Decompression  Ankle Dorsi-flexion and Hip Flexion
MobilityStand with your feet shoulder width apart and toes straight or turned out slightly. Brace
your core and externally rotate (twist) your knees out during the entire movement while
clenching your toes into the ground. Begin the motion by opening your hips and descending into
a full depth squat while keeping your feet flat. (Note: Only go as deep as you can while keeping
your heels down.) Pause at the bottom position for two seconds before reversing the motion to
stand erect. Stand with your feet shoulder width apart and toes straight or turned out slightly.
Brace your core and externally rotate (twist) your knees out during the entire movement while
clenching your toes into the ground. Begin the motion by opening your hips and descending into
a full depth squat while keeping your feet flat. Pause at the bottom position for time to gain and
maintain the necessary flexibility.(Note: Only go as deep as you can while keeping your heels
down.)Daily 301-3 RoundsPurpose  Teach Proper Movement Patterns  Increase Muscular
Temperature  Increase Heart Rate and Peripheral Blood FlowThe Daily 30 is a short and simple
bodyweight exercise routine consisting of 3 exercises done for 10 repetitions each. These
exercises are to be done at least once each and every day to teach your body to move safely
using proper movement patterns. It takes less than 2 minutes to complete when done properly
and will have an invaluable amount of benefits when done consistently over time.  Paleo Squat
x 10  Push-Up x 10  Prone Cobra x 10

The DAILY 30: The Quick Everyday Bodyweight Workout! SECOND EDITION (Bodyweight
Strength Training Exercises for Health and Fitness at Home) (Strength Training for Beginners
Book 1) The Mathias Method STRENGTH SYSTEM: Your Ultimate Strength Training Guide!
(Workout Plans for Powerlifting, Bodybuilding, CrossFit, Strongman, Weight Lifting, ... (Strength
Training for Beginners Book 2) How To Warm-Up Properly For Strength Training: A Complete
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How To Deadlift 600 lbs. RAW: 12 Week Deadlift Program and Technique Guide (How To Lift
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Terry Boyd, “Was Like Having A Good, Simple Understanding Read!!!. I ordered and read every
one of Ryan’s books in a week time frame. Simple understanding of his methods. I implemented
his methods on myself, then on to my strongman squad and we all executed everything with a
clearer mind. Thank for taking time to put your thoughts on paper brother.Solid work!!! ”

James Person, “Good basic stuff. Matthias keeps it simple and straightforward. We need more of
this kind of advice. Works best when used along with the info on Mathias's website.”

jaiden mcginnis, “It’s so important to stretch. It’s really really important to stretch and warm up
before you lift and I never really knew where to start. This guide is extremely helpful and worth it
even if you’re an experienced lifter I would still recommend adding it to your routine!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Actually delivers useful information.... Unlike many of ebooks that I have
read, this one actually has a wealth of information that you can use. As a certified sports
nutritionist, I am skeptical of many exercise related how-to guides. Many tell you what they
promise for the first 2/3 of the book, then finally get to some mediocre information at the end.
This warm-up guide was well written, with detailed explanations of warm-up routines for specific
workout purposes. I also appreciate the fact that the author took the time to write out specifically
how to do each exercise. I am excited to try these for myself and recommend them to the
athletes I coach.”

Anton W., “Great resource. I did enjoy the information I gained from this book. However as with
all things I highly recommend combining it with multiple sources. That way you can compare and
contrast and see what information the experts agree on. You can also experiment a little on your
own with a little bit of an informed approach.”

HeyJo, “tres complet. tres complet pour warm up”

The book by Ryan J. Mathias has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 33 people have provided feedback.
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